
Combined Meeting Notes 7-9 & 7-12 

 

CAP GOALS: 

 Focus on reducing the three main sources of GHG emissions: 51% purchased electricity, 23% commuting, 

26% on-campus stationary sources (natural gas, fuel oil, etc.) 

 Increase research on these topics 

 Increase curriculum opportunities on these topics 

 Complete this academic year, preferably by the end of February  

 Rename CAP so it does not confuse UT community with student organization 

 

Q & A: 

Q:  What has caused the change in fleet fuel?  

A:  Retired older, larger, less fuel efficient vehicles for more efficient smaller, vehicles—which uses less fuel.  

 

Q:  Is irrigation included in the wastewater data? 

A:  Will check on this. 

 

Q:  Is the new data from the commuting survey represented in the power point? 

A:  No. It will be included in the FY 2014 data updates. 

 

Q:  What was the sample size of the survey? 

A:  About 1,000 students, faculty, and staff 

 

Q: How does UT compare to European universities, in terms of emissions and emission reduction? 

A: Not yet sure, will need to research in the future however, we would probably be behind since the U.S. is 

usually behind Europe in environmental improvements. 

 

Q: Does UT’s solar field get factored into our reductions? 

A: Right now, no; this is because UT sold the RECs so we cannot use them as offsets since we do not own them 

. 

Q: Does the GHG inventory only include main campus? 

A: All campuses are included, but data needs to be updated. The only part not included would be the hospital 

employees and operations. 

 

Q: In the study abroad section, do you include faculty and staff? 

A: Faculty and staff data will be included once the data becomes available, so as of right now, no. 

 

Q: Does UT use a lot of fertilizers and pesticides? 

A: We are not sure how we compare to other schools, but soil testing has been suggested to determine if we 

actually need fertilizers and/or pesticides. 

 

Q: Looking at emission comparison, why is the national average not dropping? 

A: The national average has been set constant in this graph because pervious data has not yet been found, but the 

national average may be dropping. We just don’t have the data yet.  

 

Q: How do we compare regionally? 

A: We plan to pull data once it becomes available to make regional comparisons. 

 

Q: What’s our due date? 

A: That is up to the committee to decide based on later proposed emission reduction projects. 



 

Q: Do we have a breakdown (heat, lighting, etc.) of the purchased electricity? 

A: We have breakdowns by month and by building, but we do not have a breakdown of what the electricity is 

being used for however, there are national averages that we can use.  

 

Q: With respect to other schools, is UT trying to market itself as more green than others? And should we 

try to be first? Overall how aggressive should we be? 

A: Many students do look for green characteristics when choosing schools, so it is an important factor. UT 

just partnered with the Metroparks to try to add more green appeal as well. –Larry Burns 

 

Q: Is the impact from changing the light bulbs from T-12 to T-8 measurable?  

A: Yes it is definitely measurable, on average 20% energy decrease per light, but overall impacts have not been 

determined yet. Assumptions can be made to calculate how much this will impact overall energy consumption. 

 

Q: Do you know if Owens is taking part in this? 

A: Right now, no. It seems that the schools signing are the larger schools, but we may be able to look into a way 

to partner with Owens on some of these things possibly. The closest school that has signed is BG. 

 

BRAINSTORMING OF PROJECT IDEAS:  

 Outlet with incentives for UT community to submit to save money/energy 

 Communications: 

 Develop a dynamic communications plan for UT on these topics 

 Purchasing: 

 Develop guidelines for departmental purchases, if buying new then recommend buying energy start, 

etc. 

 Waste Reduction: 

 Revamp/re-energize the recycling program 

 Academic Curriculum:  

 Bring back the First Read and focus on sustainability 

 In courses, teach not only on climate change, but on energy efficiency and other ways for students to 

help UT meet our other campus CAP goals—meet two goals at once 

 Incorporate climate change, etc. into more Composition courses 

 Distance Learning classes emission cut comparison with on campus classes 

 Energy: 

 Heat exchangers  (Glenn has research interest in this area) 

 Sensors on lights across campuses 

 Sensors on vending machines 

 Provide live energy data to occupants (pilot at R1--  making a larger solar installation) 

 Revolving fund from energy savings to enact more projects 

 Solar/ renewables (collaborate with COT?) 

 Transportation: 

 Bikeshare, bike rental program—need to build a bike culture first  

 Create a student run bike co-op first 

 Carpool program- connect individuals for carpooling opportunities 

 Update/ advertise list of available housing near campus for students, faculty/staff (should be available 

at commuter services) 

 Fertilizer: 

 Do soil testing to make sure we need fertilizer 

 



TASKS FOR NEXT MEETING:  

 

 Next meeting- week of Aug. 12
th
- 16

th
  

 Fill out the Doodle so we can pick our next meeting time 

 Please put all your available times so that we can try to all meet as one group instead of two! 

 By Aug. 9
th
, please get the following information to me:  

 Based on your interests, your role on the CAP committee, your departments goals and interests, and 

what you’ve heard so far, create a list of at least ten potential projects- five immediate projects and 

five long-term, that either:  

 Reduces emissions 

 Brings climate change further into the curriculum 

 Further expands research in climate change, sustainability, renewable energy, etc. 

 Meets one of our other CAP committee goals 

 We will refine the list later– dream BIG! 

 


